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Example

Experimental Study of Water Sprays Effect on Gas Flame Propagation
XI Yuhai1, QI Shuxia1, HANG Li2 & ZU Ruru2
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Abstract: The influence of water sprays on gas flame propagation was experimentally studied. The present results suggest that the mitigating effect of……
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Introduction
The effectiveness of water as a fire-fighting agent is universally recognized and water sprays are widely used in protecting

structures and against fire. Recently, researchers have again focused on studying water sprays as a means of mitigating gaseous
explosions[1-5]……
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Experiment
A 1480-mm-long, 89×89-mm-quadratic cross, horizontal FAT (flame acceleration tube) closed at one end was used (Fig.

1)………
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Apparatu

Results and Discussion
Fig.3 shows that, before the flame burns into the water sprays zone, the flame speeds with no spray are……

Table 1

Optimization results

Method

The highest /mm

The minimum /mm

Scenario

543

442

Prophase

569

364

Anaphase

678

511

Fig.3
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Relationship

Conclusions
The self-developed experimental system, the flame acceleration tube setup is valuable for the further study of the effectiveness

of water spray on quenching gas flame. The present tests have demonstrated that water sprays can ……
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